xlvi	INTRODUCTION
At about the time of the first Islamic millennium, Akbar promulgated his own ilaM or divine religion and era, and commenced
the issue of coins bearing the punning creed JiU. J»».^oi 4ill, with the Persian month, and the ilaJIw year reckoned from the commencement of his reign. The ilaM coins of Agra, in all three metals, are rare. Coin No, 248 Is a strikingly handsome example. A noteworthy and unique piece is the Agra ilaJil mohar in the British Museum, which bears the effigy of a duck. Two ilahl silver coins deserve special mention. One is the darb which was in the White King Cabinet, and the other Is the remarkable piece in the Bodleian Collection which bears the word **>y> rupiya,
Coin No. 605 Is an early example of Akbar's Agra dams, again struck on the Suri model. These dams are as a rule termed U^L» on the coins themselves. In the year 40 appeared the tanJca Issue, full and hsA£-tanka pieces being known. Six years later these made way for the four, two., and one tcLnkl pieces. The tmkl or tanM issue is peculiar to the mints of Ahmadabad, Agra, Kabul, and Labor.
The Agra coins of Jahanglr are the finest of the entire Mughal series. They begin both in gold and silver, with heavy coins weighing from 30 to 50 grains above the average used weights of 163 and 173 grains respectively. An Interesting reference to Jahanglr's heavy mohars and rupees is contained in Mr. C. J. Rodgers' paper ' Jahangir's Mohurs and Rupees', J. A. S. J?., 1894. Of the first regnal year there are heavy rupees of the Kalima type, and also of the Jl^ o^U type. These give way to a Persian couplet type exemplified by No. 962, which also occurs in gold. The same couplet is used for the towns of Patna and Kabul.
The year 1019 sees the high-water mark In excellence of artistic design and workmanship. Jahanglr had by that time Introduced his own Divine Era, and it is probable that the rupees struck In each ilaM month, bore a different Persian couplet, and that they were alternately round and square. This remark may also be true for the gold mohars. Attention ib drawn to the exquisite gold coin No. 894. The same couplet occurs on a beautiful round rupee, elated Bahman, 1019, 5 I—N.S. XIII—and I have also seen it on a square heavy rupee. No. 964 Is a/ very rare and curious coin of regnal year 6, of a non-ilah% type. Coin No. 895 is a striking mohar which I believe is still unique.
Coin No. 896 shows that by the month Azar of the sixth year, normal weight coins of the usual ilahl type had come into use. It is probable that the rupees of each ilaJw month were alternately round and square till the twelfth year. There is a gap in this Cabinet between the twelfth and seventeenth years, as also in the

